
The Pavilion fabric canopy by Queen City 

creates an all-weather protected 

environment outdoors.  The Pavilion Canopy 

provides protection from sun, rain and snow 

and is an ideal way to create outdoor break 

areas for employees and users of facilities 

that have “no smoking” policies. Optional sidewalls 

can act as windbreaks for the Guardian Canopy.  

Fabric Awnings have a natural inviting warmth 

which few other building materials can achieve.  

Proline Fabric Awnings are custom made to 

conform to most any building and feature rigid 

welded structural metal frames with architectural 

fabrics specifically designed for exterior use. 

the Pavilion Canopy
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Specifications:
Series: ProLine
Style: Pavilion fabric canopy
Size:   Specify width, height and
 projection

Frame:  
Steel - Galvanized square and rectangular 
ASTM A-500 steel tube with smooth, clear 
polymer finish.  Connections are welded and 
coated with rust inhibitive paint to match 
galvanized finish.  Fabric attaches to frame 
either by lacing or tec screws.

Mounting:  Canopies are furnished with 
galvanized square steel tube posts. 
Specify post flange or sleeve and
 footer.

Fabric:  Specify type and/or brand.

Canvas - Woven acrylic fabric is U.V. and 
mildew resistant and water repellent.  
Available in solid colors and striped patterns.  
Some solids and patterns available in a 
flame resistant series.

Vinyl - Laminated or coated polyester fabric 
is U.V. and mildew resistant and water 
repellent.  Available in solid colors and with 
protective coatings.  Also available in 
translucent colors for backlighting. Most vinyl 
fabrics are flame resistant, consult factory.

Graphics:  Lettering and signage can be 
applied to fabrics in a variety of methods.  
Surface applied graphics for non-backlit 
applications and translucent graphics for 
backlit applications.

Options:
Painted Frames - Awning and canopy 
frames can be electrostatically painted to 
match specified colors.

Specifications subject to change without notice.  
Consult factory for any unique requirements.
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